Simple and effective quality control
for proofs, press sheets, digital and
conventional print systems
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A simple and effective quality control is essential for delivering optimal print results and consistent quality. Ideally, the system informs the
user, whenever a device or process deviates from a set standard and requires optimization or user intervention.
CERTIFIED enables you to easily measure and evaluate color wedges on any proof or press sheet. Color wedges for commonly used standards
such as SWOP, GRACoL, 3DAP, FOGRA are included and custom color wedges can be added easily.
To verify spot colors, users can create their own color set by selecting spot colors from a library or entering its LAB values. CERTIFIED
measurement results can be printed on a self-adhesive label to be put on the proof or as a detailed report.
The intelligent tool provides company-wide overviews, detailed reports and trend analyses - all with just a few clicks. Clear facts help you to
avoid any discussions about color problems.
The web-based software can be easily integrated into existing infrastructures and workflows. It is extremely effective and flexible and at the
same time easy to use thanks to its intuitive wizard-based user interface.
Optionally, it connects to the EVALUATE web server, to which the measurement results of all monitored devices are automatically saved. The
data can be accessed and evaluated from anywhere in the world via a web browser.

Key Facts & Benefits
Easy to use & effective quality control system

Measure LAB, color density or dot coverage values

Web-based monitoring of all devices and processes

Media-relative color evaluation

 verview of all print quality parameters from anywhere
O
in the world

Significant evaluation in real time

Dashboard of enterprise-wide performance
Color wedges for all common printing standards

Simple handling and perfect results thanks to wizard-based
user interface

Tool to create custom color wedges, target values and
tolerances

Easy integration into existing workflows, infrastructures and
other CGS ORIS applications

Time, material and cost savings
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Simple and effective quality control for proofs,
proofing systems, press sheets, digital and
conventional print systems
Supported measurement devices

Real time
 ashboard for viewing current print performance across multiple
D
sites.

All current models from X-Rite

Immediate notification of errors, giving you more time to fix
problems.

Techkon SpectroDrive, SpectroDens, SpectroJet

Centralized information

All current models from Konica Minolta
ColorScout A+: Hand-held devices from X-Rite and Konica Minolta
EVALUATE Enterprise

Access from anywhere via internet connection.
Overview of the entire production chain from proof to print.
Monitor device performance live, no matter where you are.
Get quality control over remote/off-site proofing systems.
Business intelligence

By supporting X-Rite i1 iSis2 NET with automatic bar code
recognition, the measurement results are always correctly assigned
to the respective output devices and locations, thus allowing all
data to be realiably transmitted to EVALUATE without any user
intervention.
Long-term experience & color expertise

Detect consumables variation.
Evaluate device performance and error rates.
 enerate reports highlighting which variables in your process are
G
contributing to your rework and errors.
Profitability
Common platform and language to communicate problems and
fixes across multiple departments.
 ey to job consistency on different presses, over time or even at
K
different sites.
Monitor supplier’s raw material quality.
Use CERTIFIED to create job quality reports as a marketing tool for
prospective and current customers.

We provide simple-to-use software solutions for all of your needs
related to color management, proofing, prototyping, certification
and quality control - the best and effective way to optimize your
entire production process.
Our proofing solutions are complemented by a large portfolio of
specially developed substrates for creating color-accurate proofs
and packaging prototypes.
Further information
On our website www.cgs-oris.com you can find more information
about our solutions, read what users report and download all
handouts.
Contact

Green and lean
Reduce variation in quality by identifying problems and root
causes. Understanding raw materials variation is critical to
efficient production.
 educes waste by identifying problems at their source. Identify
R
incorrect proofs and plates before they enter the press room.

CGS Publishing Technologies International GmbH
Kettelerstraße 24
D-63512 Hainburg
www.cgs-oris.com
sales@cgs-oris.com
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 y using CERTIFIED for color matching to ISO or other standards
B
as well as for plate performance monitoring, you can ensure
that colors are accurate before proofs are sent, eliminating the
guesswork from remote proofing and reducing shipping costs.
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